AudioDigest PLATINUM

Bring your clinicians a truly convenient and complete continuing medical education (CME/CE) experience—providing instant online and mobile access to thousands of audio lectures and board reviews presented by experts from leading institutions. Content is accredited, independent CME/CE, curated by experienced medical editors.

User Benefits of AudioDigest Platinum:

- Unlimited access to an unparalleled audio library of premium medical education content
- Unlimited CME/CE for each member with institutional access
- 4,000 out of 7,500 lectures are accredited courses
- Content from 16 medical specialties including Anesthesiology, Emergency Medicine, Neurology, Oncology, and more
- Listen to lectures on the go with the AudioDigest Mobile app! Available via iTunes or Google Play
- Get recommendations for courses that may be of interest or help satisfy a particular CME/CE requirement
- Test Your Knowledge with quizzes from our database of over 13,000 questions
- Track your CME/CE credits for your specific state and specialty requirements
- Highly relevant content, tagged and searchable with a proprietary medical coding taxonomy
- Custom, auto-loading playlists tailored to an individual user's areas of interest
- Current clinical updates, best practices, and MOC Part 2 Self-Assessment Activities

Ovid Exclusive — First time the new AudioDigest Platinum platform is being offered to institutions!

AudioDigest has been the leading mobile physician learning platform in the United States for over 60 years. Now, Platinum provides each user with unlimited access to the broadest library of content we've ever offered.

Over 1.3 Million CME/CE Credits Issued Annually

Turn down-time into learning time!

The AudioDigest Platinum state-of-the-art media player automatically synchronizes progress across the user's computer and mobile devices so they can go from the office to the car without missing a beat.

To learn more, contact an Ovid Representative at sales@ovid.com.
THE PLATINUM EXPERIENCE:

State of the Art Media Player—Experience content through a host of Platinum features including faceted search to add content and the ability to create automated playlists and stream or download lectures for convenient offline access. Audio controls allow users to rewind 30 seconds or listen at 1.5x speed to get the most out of their content. Platinum is available online and on both the iOS and Android platforms and synchronizes each individual’s progress across devices so users can pick up where they last left off.

Personal Recommendations—Platinum streamlines the search process by serving up recommendations based on an individual’s profile-individual specialty, scope of practice, interests, or particular CME/CE requirement.

Credit Tracker—AudioDigest is the second largest provider of CME/CE content in the United States with over 1.3M credits issued in 2016. With Platinum, you can easily track your credit status and quickly find activities to complete your state(s) CME/CE requirements.

Personal Library—The library allows you to easily add lectures for quick access and keeps you current on your progress on each individual lecture. Use your library to manage your content, add, delete and make playlists.

Faceted Search—Our faceted search allows you to efficiently find the content you need and store it in your personal library. You can even save your searches as a custom playlist.

Playlists—You can quickly create a custom playlist to manage your content. Create a playlist to group your content by topic and listen to several courses back to back. An Autoload playlist automatically adds new content as it becomes available, ensuring you keep up to date with the latest material of interest to you.

EXCLUSIVE CONCIERGE SERVICE:

With so much to discover, we’ve created an exclusive concierge to help our Platinum Members take full advantage of this premium service. Our Platinum Concierge can assist with any questions regarding your membership, CME/CE accreditation services, and any other inquiries you may have.

If you are in need of assistance, please don’t hesitate to call us toll free at 1-844-ADF-PLAT (233-7528) or email us at OvidPlatinum@audio-digest.org.

Fully integrates with Ovid® Discovery!

Ovid Discovery is a unified discovery and delivery platform focused and specialized on biomedical content—covering over 100 million biomedical resources. Providing users with a simple web-scale search to ensure easy visibility and access to everything your library has to offer. 

Ask how Ovid Discovery can help your library!